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CONCORD
Integrating, Optimizing, and Activating Technology 

& Data to Accelerate Business Value

Data alone is useless—until it’s tied to a purpose and acted on. Modern data and analytics 
solutions require a holistic approach to deliver against business goals. Concord's end to 
end data delivery capability enables organizations to increase speed to market, unlock 
data value and mitigate risk.



Our Data Management Assessment and Roadmap is designed to help organizations 
quickly answer critical data management questions including:

We focus on people, process and technology as inputs for delivering a reference future-proof architecture as well as a tactical 
implementation plan focused on:

Is your data an enabler for the Business?



Is your data strategy shaped by and help shape the organizational structure?



Have you accounted for data plumbing to enable data platforms?



Is your data strategy leveraging efficiencies of cloud native platforms and technologies?



Is Data Governance a central component of the strategy?



Does your strategy include optimization capabilities for serving data across  
consumption patterns?
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Discovering business and technical priorities by conducting interviews with key stakeholders


Summarizing central findings and driving alignment around key data management priorities


Delivering a solution reference architecture that is robust, scalable, monitored and performant


Recommending the people and processes to drive Data Governance and Security collaboration


Creating a data modernization strategy and implementation roadmap


Surfacing tactical quick wins to get started and add short term value to the ecosystem


Delivering a quick win (MVP) dashboard in parallel to the planning
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DATA PLATFORMS //

FEATURED TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

DATA INTEGRATION //



Minneapolis  |  Kansas City  |  Richmond 
Lima  |  Sofia  |  Bangalore  |  Pune  |  Gurugram

Our Delivery Centers
We combine global reach with an agile, 
impact-focused culture to deliver 
solutions with our onshore, offshore, 
and nearshore teams.

Concord’s Timeline // Concord is purpose-built to do the challenging technical and engineering work that others don’t.

Have questions? Want to learn more? Connect with us on                                  or send us an email info@concordusa.com

About Concord
We are a consultancy that combines 
technology and industry depth with a 

get-it-done culture to enable resiliency, 
efficiency, and innovation.
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What We Do
We have purpose-built the capability to do the challenging technical and 
engineering work that others don’t in four key areas.

Digital & Product Experience

Designing and building Digital and Product 
Experiences that enable employees, 
customers and partners to access and 
leverage systems, products and data in an 
intuitive and effective way.

Data Management & Analytics

Building integrated Data Management and 
Analytics platforms that help activate data 
and unlock insights.

Cloud Engineering & Modernization

Modernizing and Optimizing Cloud 
Architecture and Applications to fuel 
resiliency, agility and efficiency.

Security & Quality Engineering

Leveraging leading edge Information 
Security capability and Quality Engineering 
to help manage risk, wow your customers, 
and lower costs.


